Do you know the Code? Game Cards 1
Write down what you think each one of the pictures is meaning?

Leave _____ as you find
them – in this case
CLOSED

Keep your ___ under close
control or on a ____

Keep to field edges
or p____

Do not destroy p_____

Do you know the Code? Game Cards - page 2
Write down what you think each one of the pictures is meaning?

Pay attention to the sign –
do not go _____ the tape

Let people know you are
coming so you do not
alarm them. You might
need to ____ down,
stop or stand aside to
allow others to p____

Leave no _____ of your
campsite. Avoid causing
problems for local people
and land managers

We recommend that you
do not have a fire without
an adult. If you do have a
fire, _____ no trace

Do you know the Code? Game Cards - page 3
Write down what you think each one of the pictures is meaning?

Do not cross the
____course if people
are playing. Wait for
them to go by, then
cross

Stay away from wildlife,
r______ their privacy

Put all litter in a ___ or
take it home with you, even
food scraps

If you need to climb a ___,
climb it at the hinge end

Do you know the Code? Game Cards - page 4
Write down what you think each one of the pictures is meaning?

Do not disturb other water
users or pollute the ______

Leave gates as you find
them – in this case O___

Keep away from ___ piles
and machinery

Rights of ______ do not
usually apply to gardens

Do you know the Code? Game Cards - page 5
Write down what you think each one of the pictures is meaning?

Try to call out a warning if
you approach a ____ from
behind, like ‘hello ____’

If there is no other way,
climb a wall – but take
care not to d______ it

Take care of h_____
places, stones, monuments
and buildings

Access rights do not usually
apply to ______

Code Quest Questions
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B
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A
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B

You are out riding your bike. A horse and rider are on the path in front of you.
What should you do?
Call out ”Hello horse” so the horse and rider will move out of my way.
Call out ”Hello horse”, slow down and give the horse rider lots of room to avoid scaring it.
You are walking in the forest when you see a pile of logs beside the path. They look fun to climb
on. What should you do?
Stay away from the logs - they could fall and hurt me badly.
Climb on the logs – the forest workers will have made sure that they are safe enough for me to climb
on – they look like fun!
You are out walking when you see a field of crops. You want to get to the other side so that you
can climb a hill. What should you do?
Walk around the edge of the field, making sure that I do not trample the crop.
Walk straight through the field - it is the most direct route so I will get out quickly. I will trample a few
plants but the farmer won’t mind - there are loads of them!
You are out walking with a dog, who loves to be off his lead. You are heading towards a field of
cows and calves and the dog is getting really excited. What should you do?
Let the dog off the lead for a run and a play with the cows – he won’t do any harm, he’s just
having fun!
Go through a different field and keep the dog on a short lead or under close control – cows can act
aggressively, especially when protecting their calves.
You are walking through a beautiful wildflower meadow and see some lovely flowers that your
friend would like. Should you pick some?
It’s better to leave the wildflowers growing where they are; some of them could be rare. I could take
a picture of them with my mobile phone to show my friend when I get home.
Why not pick some flowers for my friend? There are lots of them and who will notice if a few are gone?
You’ve had a lovely day at Loch Whataview Nature Reserve. You are tired and want to go home.
You were going to take a short cut past some nesting ducks, but there are signs asking people not
to disturb them. The sign asks you to follow a path that will take you longer to get home.
What should you do?
Take the short cut - even if the ducks fly away, they can always go back to the nest again.
Take the path that will not disturb the birds – they need to protect their nests and young.
You are out walking when you come across a farmer in his tractor, planting some potatoes in a
field. You think about cutting across the field, but you are not sure whether it is safe to do so.
What should you do?
It’s better to go through the next field. The farmer might not be able to see me when he’s driving his
tractor and could run me over.
Just cut through the field and run past the tractor. If I’m quick the farmer won’t see me.
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Code Quest Questions (continued)
8.
A
B
9.
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B

You are out walking with your dog, who loves to be off his lead. You need to cross a field of sheep
and lambs. Your dog is getting really excited. What should you do?
Go though a different field and keep the dog on a short lead or under close control. Dogs can chase
and worry sheep and cause lambs to become separated from their mothers.
Let my dog off the lead for a run and a play with the sheep – he won’t do any harm!
You are walking when you come to a wire fence. You’d like to take a short cut and climb the fence
so that you can get home more quickly, but then you see a gate further up the path.
What should you do?
Walk the extra bit of path and use the gate to avoid damaging the fence.
Just climb the fence – I’m not very heavy and won’t really damage anything.

10. You are out on your bike on a local path when you see a family walking in front of you, what do
you do?
A Pass quickly, ringing my bell so the family will move out of my way.
B Ring my bell, slow down and give the family lots of room, to avoid scaring or bumping into them.
11. You are out with your dog in your local park. Your dog loves children and always has lots of fun in
the park. Your dog does a poo under a tree. What should you do?
A Just leave the poo – it’s under a tree after all – no one will step on it there.
B Clean it up by picking up the poo in a bag, and putting it in the doggy-bin. The park is very busy with
children and one of them might fall in it if I don’t.
12. You have had a great picnic in your local woods with your friends. It’s time to tidy up and go
home. You have a lot of crisp packets, bottles and apple cores but there are no bins. What should
you and your friends do?
A Take all our rubbish home with us. If we leave it the woods will look horrible and the litter could
harm wildlife.
B Leave the apple cores and take the rest. The cores are all slimy and will dirty my bag and they will just
rot away anyway.
13. You have been having great fun with your friends canoeing on the loch at your local country park.
You see some people fishing on the bank. Should you:
A Paddle right over to them, giving them a friendly wave and shouting, “How many fish have
you caught?”
B Paddle quietly past, taking care not to disturb them or their lines. We don’t want to frighten the fish
away, or get tangled up in the fishing lines.
14. You want to go to the beach, but you have to cross the golf course to get there. Should you?
A Run quickly across the green – it is the most direct route and the grass is smooth there and easy
to walk on. If I’m quick I won’t disturb anyone.
B Go the longer way, keeping away from the greens and making sure I don’t interfere with any
golf games.
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Do You Know the Code? Quiz
No Answer

Question

1.

Give two things you would have to do in order to behave responsibly
in a public open space with a dog.

2.

Can you paddle, swim or skim stones in a river you know is used by
anglers and canoeists?

3.

If you are cycling on a forest track and see a rider on a horse in front
who you want to overtake, is it best to: (a) be as quiet as possible as
you approach (b) shout out something, such as ‘hello’, to warn the rider?

4.

How would you know if slurry, lime or pesticides had recently been
applied to a field and it was dangerous to enter?

5.

If you are cycling along a forest track and come across an area
cordoned off with safety tape and timber harvesting in progress, what
should you do?

6.

You and your friends are looking for somewhere to play football and find
a field of long grass and no animals. Do you have the right to play in
the field?

7.

Can you take your dog into an enclosed field with lambs, calves or other
young livestock if (a) your dog is on a lead (b) the young animals are at
the far end of the field (c) under no circumstances?

8.

Can you take a short cut through someone’s garden?

9.

Can you pick some wild berries or mushrooms to sell to your local hotel?

10.

Can you take a short cut across a golf course when there is a
game in play?

11.

Give two ways that you should behave in order to act responsibly in
a historic site

12.

Give two places where it would be irresponsible to light a small fire?

13.

Give two examples of responsible behaviour in an area where there
are ground-nesting birds.

14.

If you go camping and need to go to the toilet (but there is no toilet!)
what should you do?

15.

You spot a flower or plant you have never seen before and want to take
it home to find out what it is. Suggest three ways of making a record of
it without picking it.

